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For every trip there's a story. Start writing yours. Write Your
Travel Memoirs will help you get started and stay motivated.
What's the secret to writing stories others will find
compelling? After you read this book you'll know the answer.
You'll also have an outline for your travel memoir and a solid
plan for writing it. What's inside? Five how-to chapters, each
with exercises to prepare you for writing your travel memoir.
1. The Outbound Journey: Why write, who for, and what to
write about. 2. The Traveler and Companions: Bring people to
life. 3. Settings; Where the Stories Live: Make places come
alive like characters. 4. Staging the Action in Your Anecdotes:
Give focus to your story and increase its drama. 5. Coming
Home: Find the meaning in your travel memories. The book
includes White's memoir example, 'Finding Our Place in
Cinque Terre'.
"Divides the creative writing process into five steps, from
inspiration to publishable story, and includes in-depth
treatment of the fantasy fiction genre with writing
prompts"--Provided by publisher.
The statement of purpose is the most important part of an
application to graduate school in the humanities, but
applicants often struggle to write these documents. The SOP,
as it is often called, is particularly difficult for students coming
from outside of the United States because they do not
understand the idiosyncratic conventions of the US
academy.This guide provides explanations and concrete
examples of the five answers that all statements of purpose
must provide: trajectory, focus, accomplishments, aims, and
fit. Written by a scholar who has coached applicants to
successful admission to programs at the University of
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Chicago, Northwestern University, and the University of
Southern California, among others, this guide will offer a
window onto what humanities graduate programs in the
United States are looking for, and what they need to know in
order to accept your application.
Writers spend time, money, and lots of energy building the
platform from which they'll promote their work but often forget
to prepare themselves to stand on that platform; by building
on their natural skills as storytellers, this book helps writers to
stand with confidence and skill before audiences of any size.
Learn how to craft a killer pitch - and get your novel published
today. &break;&break;One of a writer's most difficult tasks is
crafting a submission package. In order to get published you
need to compose queries, synopses, and outlines that will
prove irresistible to agents and editors. Give 'Em What They
Want uses step-by-step instructions to break down the
process, making it easier than you thought possible to put
together a query packet, sample chapters, outlines, synopses
- everything you need to interest an agent or editor in your
novel. Inside you'll find: &break;&break; Dozens of samples
complete with comments and suggestions for
improvement&break; Successful submission techniques from
published authors&break; Advice from well-respected agents
and editors about avoiding common submission
pitfalls&break; Information on working with agents and editors
once your pitch is complete&break; And much more!
&break;&break;Give 'Em What They Want includes
everything you need to know about approaching anyone in
the publishing industry with your novel. Pitching your novel
has never been easier!
7 Easy Steps to Write Your Book' teaches you how to write
your book using examples and exercises. Totally interactive,
the reader participates in learning how to prepare to write,
creates a writer's Identity and their own powerful Writer's
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Power Tools. The book offers solutions for procrastination
and strategies for dealing with "writer's block." The reader
learns how to "Schedule Your Success" and get the book out
of their head on to the paper.
"A highly motivational resource." The Midwest Book Review
At some point in their career, all writers experience either the
pain of rejection, discouragement, disappointment, and/or
other hazards of the writing life. The key is to identify the
obstacles ahead and know how to overcome them. - Learn
the truth about failure. - Discover the ultimate dream killer. Find out how to get rid of a wet blanket - Discover the one
secret every full-time writer knows - And much more This
revised and update edition includes information for indie
authors, expands on the necessary traits of long-term
professionals and addresses other changes in the industry.
Your destiny is at hand!
Become the writer you have always wanted to be! Pat is a
writer, a writing coach and a publisher. As you read 'How to
Write - Right!' you will see that is also a teacher - and so, your
book and writing skill are waiting for you at the end of the
book.

Updated to conform to current standards and
computerized research sources, this succinct, easyto-follow guide gives students clear directions for
writing papers in virtually all academic subjects. The
authors describe how to determine a subject,
formulate and outline a provisional thesis, prepare a
bibliography, take notes from sources, write a draft,
then revise and edit the paper, bringing it to its final
form. Added advice includes avoiding plagiarism and
making the most of library resources.
With the availability of self-publishing services and
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the rise of the entrepreneur as a thought leader,
writing a book is becoming more appealing to an
increasing number of small business owners. The
problem? Most small business owners aren’t
writers, have never written a book before, are time
poor and don’t know where to start. While many
want to write a book, they worry about investing
months of their time and thousands of their dollars to
write something that isn’t any good, or to not even
finish. Book Blueprint gives a step-by-step
framework that any entrepreneur can follow to write
a great book quickly, even if they’re not a writer.
This holiday season, the #1 New York Times
bestselling author of The Noel Collection returns with
another heartwarming story of secrets, heartbreak,
forgiveness, and the true meaning of Christmas. On
the night of her high school graduation, Richelle
Bach’s father gives her and her identical twin sister,
Michelle, matching opal necklaces. “These opals
look identical,” he tells them, “but the fire inside
each is completely unique—just like the two of you.”
Indeed, the two sisters couldn’t be more different,
and their paths diverge as they embark on
adulthood. Years pass, until—at their father’s
behest—they both come home for Christmas. What
happens then forever damages their relationship,
and Richelle vows never to see or speak to her sister
again. In their father’s last days, he asks Richelle to
forgive Michelle, a deathbed promise she never
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fulfills as her twin is killed in an accident. Now,
painfully alone and broken, caring for the sickest of
children in a hospital PICU, Richelle has one last
dream: to be an author. The plot of her book, The
Prodigal Daughter, is a story based on her sister’s
life. It’s not until she meets Justin Ek, a man who
harbors his own loss, that a secret promise is
revealed, and Richelle learns that the story she’s
writing is not about her sister, but about herself.
I suspect that if you are reading this book, then you
either just finished your book or you are
contemplating self-publishing books as a full-time or
part-time income or just to publish your book and
brag to your friends about it later. In any case, this
book is written for you and it comes from my heart,
and from my many trial and errors over the last two
years and still am doing today. I hope I will not let
you down with the content of this book and that you
will find it useful.
Small business owners are struggling to stand out in
authority-driven fields. They’re losing deals to the
competition, getting ignored by the media, and
missing out on partnerships that could change the
trajectory of their business. Increasingly,
entrepreneurs realize that authorship can help by
building authority, generating quality leads, and
providing IP that lets them efficiently scale their
business. But most aren’t confident in their ability to
become an author…until now. In Entrepreneur to
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Author, you’ll learn: The secret to a book strategy
that’s in lock-step with your business strategy How
to efficiently plan, write, test, and refine a highquality manuscript so you can tend to your business,
family, and personal priorities The ins and outs of
getting your book published, including publishing
models, costs, book formats, and distribution
channels The foundational strategy for building
authority and the three monetization strategies you
can use to grow your business with your book Using
analytical, business-minded concepts, you’ll gain
confidence in your ability to become an outstanding
first-time author, and in your book’s ability to build
your authority and grow your business in a way that
scales up without burning you out. If you're an
ambitious entrepreneur, business leader, or subjectmatter expert whose business success depends on
your personal authority and professional credibility,
then Entrepreneur to Author is your strategy guide to
building authority and growing your business through
writing and publishing.
Are your proposals, reports, and emails getting the
attention they deserve? Are you finding the words to
express your thoughts and feelings? Do you cringe
when your boss asks you to compose a report or
white paper? If you do, you're not alone. The dread
of writing is prevalent. Most people hate to write,
because it's so boring, so hard, or so time
consuming. But writing doesn't have to be this way.
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There are ways to make the job easier. There are
ways to get past writer's block--to find ideas worth
sharing. Furthermore, there are ways to research,
draft, edit, and proofread more efficiently. This book
lays out 7 steps that will improve your writing. Using
these proven methods will yield better results. As
you do, you will communicate better, reduce your
stress, and grow more confident. This is a book for
people in business, government, non-profit
organizations, and education. It's a book for those
writing serious material for their jobs and their
callings. This book contains everything necessary to
improve your writing, and there's no fluff. In the time
it takes to read this book--less than 3 hours--you can
start becoming a stronger writer. After investing only
8 hours--one normal workday--in doing some of the
recommended exercises, you will see improvements
in your writing. Is it magic? No. It's just good advice
backed up by extensive research and decades of
experience. You too can write better, even
exceptionally well. 7 Steps to Better Writing will help
you do it.
A guide to sucessful business writing offers a tenstep way to improve communications describing how
to organize material, construct clear sentences,
choose the right tone, and edit and refine writing.
Navahcia is my name, and I have been where you
are. Maybe not the same circumstances, but
imprisoned nonetheless! It was a challenging but
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much-needed journey.Over time I realize who I
wanted to become and what I yearn to acquire after
being imprisoned. I knew it would be challenging and
that it may even seem impossible, but it's not. It just
seems that way for the moment. Nothing worth
having in life will be easy to obtain. Every single day
of our lives will be judge based on the good and the
bad. Judgment will come from those near and far,
from people that know us and people that don't know
us at all. However, this time around, I will be the
author of my own story.I vowed to free myself from
being imprisoned in any form of the word!So here I
am sharing a piece of my journey with you, hoping
that it finds those who feel abandoned, alone, or
imprisoned physically or mentally. You are not alone!
Being physically imprisoned doesn't mean your mind
has to be. This self-help activity journal will help
assist with your transition before, during, and after
imprisonment. These are some of the steps I learned
and followed.Not Just Five Steps will be your guide
to create, write, and express yourself through your
journey. This journal will remind you of how far you
have come. You are uniquely different, and good
things come to those who believe. Always put the
higher power first because without faith, where
would we be?
Fantasy is a fun genre to read and write because
you can create new worlds, people who have
magical powers, and animals with remarkable
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qualities. If you enjoy stories about wizards and
witches, traveling through time, talking animals,
fairies, and trolls, then fantasy is the perfect way to
express yourself. In WRITE FANTASY FICTION IN 5
SIMPLE STEPS, author Laura Lee McKay shows
aspiring writers how to craft an exciting fantasy.
A complete guide to writing and selling your novel So
you want to write a novel? Great! That’s a worthy
goal, no matter what your reason. But don’t settle
for just writing a novel. Aim high. Write a novel that
you intend to sell to a publisher. Writing Fiction for
Dummies is a complete guide designed to coach you
every step along the path from beginning writer to
royalty-earning author. Here are some things you’ll
learn in Writing Fiction for Dummies: Strategic
Planning: Pinpoint where you are on the roadmap to
publication; discover what every reader desperately
wants from a story; home in on a marketable
category; choose from among the four most common
creative styles; and learn the self-management
methods of professional writers. Writing Powerful
Fiction: Construct a story world that rings true; create
believable, unpredictable characters; build a strong
plot with all six layers of complexity of a modern
novel; and infuse it all with a strong theme. SelfEditing Your Novel: Psychoanalyze your characters
to bring them fully to life; edit your story structure
from the top down; fix broken scenes; and polish
your action and dialogue. Finding An Agent and
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Getting Published: Write a query letter, a synopsis,
and a proposal; pitch your work to agents and
editors without fear. Writing Fiction For Dummies
takes you from being a writer to being an author. It
can happen—if you have the talent and persistence to
do what you need to do.
Have you always wanted to write a book but, just
never get around to it? Do you lack confidence in
yourself as a writer? Need inspiration? How to Write
a Book in a Week ( A Writer's Guide to Meeting a
Deadline ) is the answer to all of these questions and
more.
Publisher's Note: Products purchased from Third
Party sellers are not guaranteed by the publisher for
quality, authenticity, or access to any online
entitlements included with the product. This insider’s
guide provides everything you need to write
powerful, high-scoring essays on the AP English
Exam! 5 Steps to a 5: Writing the AP English Essay
2021 introduces an easy to follow, effective 5-step
study plan to help you build the skills, knowledge,
and writing confidence you need to achieve a high
score on the essay. This valuable guide matches the
latest course syllabus and explains exactly what the
graders are look for in the essay. You’ll find expert
advice and strategies to help you write great essays,
as well as tons of essay writing practice. 5 Steps to a
5: Writing the AP English Essay 2021 features: A
complete overview of the AP English Essay format
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Strategies and techniques to help you write effective,
well-received essays Advice for planning, prewriting,
writing, and reviewing your essay Sample student
essays with expert commentary
This workbook contains a variety of exercises and
activities designed to help young learners advance
the fine motor skills that are essential to the
handwriting process, beginning by tracing lines and
curves, and then gently introducing some letterwriting practice. Several mazes are also included in
the book as a fun way to promote visual motor skills,
eye-hand coordination, and problem-solving skills.
Young students are introduced to the letters of the
alphabet in exercises that have them trace
Lowercase Alphabet and then practice writing them
on their own. Numbers are also presented in an
engaging way, with a lesson in phonetics as well as
exercises for tracing and writing numerals. A section
of connect-the-dot games provides more motor skills
development along with helping children learn the
order of alphabet, while fill-in-the-blank games
reinforce alphabet learning in a different way and
provide more practice in writing the missing letters.
My BIG Book of Writing! is a versatile tool that can
help children who are struggling with writing skills to
work at a comfortable level, as well as assisting
those for whom writing comes more easily to
experience the multitrack learning their developing
minds are hungry to absorb. Whatever level a child
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is at, the activities and exercises in this workbook will
stimulate the learning process and prepare him or
her for reading and other learning challenges ahead.
17 Times Amazon Best Seller is giving YOU his
Complete System! Not only that, he's also giving you
his FREE COURSE and the exact Skeleton File
(already formatted!) he personally uses for
publishing on Kindle! Has he lost it completely? Most
likely, but he swears otherwise! He has this stupid
idea that if he gives you exactly what you need to
solve your problems you might just stick around. By
the way, because he has this delusion that you
should always put your money where your mouth is,
he actually shows you the video where you can see
his 17 Amazon Best Sellers. Bananas! He's no saint,
though! If you get his FREE COURSE he will try to
sell you his complete, over-the-shoulder,
professional Course down the line! He offers it for a
crazy affordable price and he doesn't even try to
upsell you anything. This lunatic believes in
transparency and providing real value. These are the
worst scumbags! The craziest part is that, even if
you don't buy anything else, this book ALONE will
give you EVERYTHING you need to publish your
book on Amazon from A to Z! This is what I'll teach
you: Choosing the Right Topic: The best way to earn
a lot of money while having a sense of purpose!
Market Research: Learn how to get inspiration and
improve your own book by looking at the right
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places! Title Creation: Learn how to get readers
bursting with curiosity and lining to get your book
first! Writing Your Book: The fastest way to structure
your book all the way to the end! Outsourcing: If you
don't want to write it, learn how to outsource it the
right way and end up with a masterpiece! Cover
Creation: Do it yourself easily and for free OR Get a
professional graphic designer to do it for $5!
Description, Categories & Keywords: Learn the AIDA
Formula for magic descriptions and know all the
secrets to stand out! Formatting and Publishing your
Kindle EBook: I will provide you with the same
skeleton file I personally use (already formatted! )
and I will show you, step-by-step, how to publish
your Kindle book the right way! Formatting and
Publishing your Paperback Book: Learn how to
publish the paperback version for FREE! I will teach
how to get an already formatted template and show
you, step-by-step, how to publish your physical book
the right way! Free Promotions and Getting Reviews:
I will teach you how to set up a free promotion so
you can get up to thousands of downloads and
honest reviews that will make your book stand miles
apart from your competitors! Important Resources:
Make your author's page shine and learn about the
new world of audiobooks! Explode Your Business:
What millionaire authors are really doing behind the
scenes! Where to Learn More: The only 2 affordable
and honest places you should go to! This is the
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system you've been dreaming about for finally
publishing your book and get your work into the
World! Scroll Up and Get It Now!
"Divides the creative writing process into five steps,
from inspiration to publishable story, and includes indepth treatment of the romance genre with writing
prompts"--Provided by publisher.
This insider’s guide provides everything you need to
write powerful, high-scoring essays on the AP
English Exam 5 Steps to a 5: Writing the AP English
Essay 2020 introduces an easy to follow, effective
5-step study plan to help you build the skills,
knowledge, and writing confidence you need to
achieve a high score on the essay. This valuable
guide matches the latest course syllabus and
explains exactly what the graders are look for in the
essay. You’ll find expert advice and strategies to
help you write great essays, as well as tons of essay
writing practice. 5 Steps to a 5: Writing the AP
English Essay 2020 features: • A complete overview
of the AP English Essay format • Strategies and
techniques to help you write effective, well-received
essays • Advice for planning, prewriting, writing, and
reviewing your essay • Sample student essays with
expert commentary
Calling all aspiring writers, speakers, coaches, experts,
entrepreneurs, business professionals or anyone considering
writing a book for the first time... If the thought of writing a
book has been confusing for you in the past, then here's the
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simplest strategy for writing your first book and ensuring
you're a successful author! Do you have a book idea that
you've wanted to write for a while but were confused on the
steps? Are you overwhelmed by all of the books on writing,
publishing and marketing? With a proven formula for success
How to Write Your First Book will help you to write better and
to understand the fundamentals of writing your first book no
matter your writing level or ability. If you are motivated to take
your career to the next level or simply want to publish the
fiction idea that's been floating around in your mind, the
simple and easy to use formula called the W.R.I.T.E. method
will help you to accomplish your goal of becoming a published
author. Whether you are a new author hoping to find success
with your very first book or a professional using it to brand
your business, this formula works! The fact of the matter is a
well-written book does not always guarantee success. With
the W.R.I.T.E. method, you are given the tools you need to
attract your audience and make a consistent passive income
from your books so that you can write for a living. In this book,
all of the questions you didn't even know you had will be
answered. You'll learn: - The formula for writing a book that
ensures success! - How to research your book idea to
determine if it's profitable before you write the book! - How to
choose between traditional or self-publishing based on your
time, writing goals and budget! - How to write specifically for
your target audience so that you can sell more books! - How
to create a book title, cover, and book description that will
garner you massive sales! - What to consider with respects to
your very first book launch and while creating an author
platform! - And much more! Perfect Gift Idea For Writers! It
doesn't matter if you are looking to write great fiction or an
inspiring non-fiction book, whether you choose to self-publish
or traditionally publish, this book will be of value to you! If
you've been waiting to write a bestseller because you just
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didn't know how to get started, look no further! This step-bystep guide places you on the path to success! Buy How to
Write Your First Book today and be one step closer to
becoming a published author in 2017! Stefanie is an expert in
her field and that shows through in her writing. I have been
writing for quite some time, but this book gave me information
I didn't know anything about. This is definitely a must for
anyone thinking about writing a book for publication. - Sarah
S.
"Written by writers for writers, this innovative thesaurus truly
advances the time-honored word source. Some 25,000 word
meanings and connotations are elucidated by means of more
than 300,000 synonyms, 10,000 antonymns, 250 word notes
written by noted authors, and generous listings of example
sentences. Many special features, such as usage notes, word
spectrums, and a language guide, further clarify a word's
many nuances and assist the user in finding just the right
expression. For all readers, wordsmiths, scribblers, and
hacks, Oxford's new thesaurus should be on every library's
reference shelf."--"Reference that rocks," American Libraries,
May 2005.
This book explains how to write an essay in five easy steps.
This simple essay writing guide can be used by high school,
college, or university students. How to Write an Essay covers
the various kinds of essays, how to quickly research your
essay, and how to organize your essay so your instructor can
easily follow your thoughts. It delves into how to write your
essay, how to write a thesis statement, how to use and format
citations properly, and how to revise your essay to make sure
you eliminate as many errors as possible before submission.
And, this essay writing guide gives you bonus instructions on
how to make your essay stand out. You'll also see an
example of a college-level essay that received the best grade
in the class-to serve as a model of how to structure and write
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your next paper. Your essay writing skills will improve. Sail
through your next college essay with this easy guide . . . and
if your essay is due in the morning, this guide will help you get
it done on time!
Are you ready to get more out of your life as a writer?
Creating publishable books - fiction or nonfiction - requires
more than just writing every day. You need to prioritize your
best idea, create clean copy, and maybe even work with
professional editors and designers. In this book, I use my
experience as a project manager to show you how to choose
the right project, keep motivated, and handle problems you
might encounter along the way. There is no better feeling that
finishing your manuscript, and I'm here to help you do just
that. In Project Management for Authors, you'll learn the five
steps to success: Step 1: Defining Done Step 2: Building BuyIn Step 3: Tracking Progress Step 4: Getting Back on Track
Step 5: Celebrating Success If you have lots of creative ideas
but need help setting goals you can accomplish, then this
book is for you.
Covers grammar, usage, style, and the writing process for
letters, memorandums, proposals, reports, meetings, and job
descriptions
If you want to write a book that makes a difference, you need
2 things. First, you need to have a message you know will
change people's lives. Second, you need a book that is in
people's hands, not in a box in your basement or sitting
behind an unclicked link on Amazon. Enter Angela Lauria and
The DIFFERENCE Process. In her book you'll learn:? The
truth about why you have been procrastinating in getting your
book done (Note: It's probably not what you think and it's
actually good news!)? How to make $20,000 from a single
sale of your book. ? The reason most books fail? miserably!?
The difference between people who are ready to write but just
scared, and those who have no business writing a book.' How
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to guarantee you will have all the time you need to write your
book without ever stressing about it again.' And much, much
more.
"Divides the creative writing process into five steps, from
inspiration to publishable story, and includes in-depth
treatment of the science fiction genre with writing
prompts"--Provided by publisher.
More than just a guide, The Business Writer's Companion
places writing in a real-world context with quick access to
hundreds of business writing topics and more than sixty
sample documents illustrating the most common types of
business writing. Its dedicated author team -- with decades of
combined academic and professional experience -- has
created a comprehensive reference tool for students and
professionals alike. Always anticipating the needs of today's
business writers, the fifth edition includes expanded coverage
of ethics in writing, audience, and context and reflects the
impact that technology has had on workplace communication.
An integrated companion Web site works together with the
text to offer expanded online resources with the same clarity
of instruction.

In this valuable handbook, writers learn how to
market the potential of a book idea and effectively
communicate that potential in a proposal that
publishers will read.
"Divides the creative writing process into five steps,
from inspiration to publishable story, and includes indepth treatment of the mystery fiction genre with
writing prompts"--Provided by publisher.
Organized for easy reference and crucial practice,
coverage of all the essential topics presented as 500
AP-style questions with detailed answer
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explanations 5 Steps to a 5: 500 AP English
Literature Questions to Know by Test Day is tailored
to meet your study needs—whether you’ve left it to
the last minute to prepare or you have been studying
for months. You will benefit from going over the
questions written to parallel the topic, format, and
degree of difficulty of the questions contained in the
AP exam, accompanied by answers with
comprehensive explanations. Features: 500 AP-style
questions and answers referenced to core AP
materials Review explanations for right and wrong
answers Additional online practice Close simulations
of the real AP exams Updated material reflects the
latest tests Online practice exercises
Writing a book is easier than you think! Blogger to
Author: Turn Your Content into a Book teaches
bloggers and other content creators how to turn their
content into a book. It walks authors-to-be through
every step of the writing and self publishing process,
including planning, writing, promoting, and
publishing. Blogger to Author is the ultimate road
map to help you get your book published.
"Write right - right now - the book by Walter M.
Perkins is entertaining and informative for anyone
who has ever wanted to write AND publish a book
but did not know the steps. The book is broken into
easy-to-understand components. Perkins
emphasizes the business aspects of writing a book
and sheds light on issues such as doing business
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with graphic designers, agents, publishers, and
printers"-- Taken from Amazon.com November 7,
2014.
An internationally recognized expert on behavior
change presents a revolutionary approach to
personal improvement that converts scientifically
proven techniques into a 90-day plan with five simple
steps. 35,000 first printing.
Is this the year you are finally going to share your
message with the world? Don't let the idea of having
to write a book hold you back. It's easier than you
think, and you don't even have to actually write the
book yourself... Never thought about writing a book?
Maybe you should consider it! Publishing a book will
give you expert status, help spread your message
and increase sales of your other products and
services. It may even kick-start or boost your public
speaking career. Writing, publishing and promoting a
book has never been easier. You can do it in a
week. This guide will teach you: The best kept
secrets to a quick start for writing, promotion and
sales Smart writing process hacks Alternatives to
writing the book yourself Self-publishing The keys to
launching a successful book, superfast "I just
published my book. What I haven't been able to
achieve in the past three years I did in just 7 days!"
Chris About the authors Esther Jacobs (The
Netherlands, 1970) is an international (TEDx)
speaker and author. Esther has given over 1000
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keynotes and is (co)author of 21 books. Her
workshops have helped over 400 entrepreneurs to
write their book. The NO EXCUSES LADY helps
leaders and entrepreneurs to transform their
challenges into opportunities. Marie Stern (Germany,
1982) is an "Amazon Self-Publishing Ninja." She
authored 7 bestselling Amazon books, even though
she wasn't even good at writing in school. However,
she spent many hours browsing and reading in
bookstores, discovering the secret behind successful
books. As a former data mining analyst, she knows
how important research is and how to find structure
in any process. Marie helped many non-writers have
their book written and likes to share her best
knowledge on how to self-publishing and sell books.
Esther and Marie met at a conference, where they
were giving a book writing workshop. They decided
to write this book in just one day, using their own
tested method. And now they're inviting you to try it,
too!
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